
Powered by Trimension, Wilkhahn’s free-
2-move concept is a global benchmark in 
healthy three-dimensional seating.

With its unified and harmonious design, 
the variety of models and customizable 
features make the AT chair family the 
smartest option among the free-2-move 
ranges. 

The auto-centering mechanism of the 
seat shell ensures that your body main-
tains its center of gravity – regardless of 
the posture adopted or movement made. 
The backrest bearer with tilt capability 
comes with automatic weight adjust-
ment. As a result, using AT’s ergonomical 
range of motion is child’s play. Just sit 
down, adjust the seating height and 
you’re done! The chair and your body will 
do the rest on their own …

AT.
Design: Wilkhahn

Model 187/7 
Task chair,  
medium-height  
backrest

AT. 
187 range

Awards



Seat/backrest shells, backrest bearer and frame
AT’s key components are available in black or white, the backrest shell is also 
 optionally upholstered at the rear. The armrest pad and all controls are always 
gray. The different upholstery elements make three backrest heights possible: 
medium height, advanced height and advanced height with headrest and neck 
rest. The upshot is a wide range of models for any area requiring office chairs. 
Fabric and leather upholstery from the Wilkhahn collection equip AT with al-
most infinite  design possibilities.
Height adjustment/seat-depth extension
Icons on the controls illustrate what they do: the lever on the right adjusts with 
 precision the seating height, the knob conveniently adjusts the seat depth 
while the user is sitting down.
Locking/optional presetting the automatic weight adjustment
The push button on the left locks the chair in a neutral 0 position and the knob 
 allows presetting in ten increments to adapt to personal levels of comfort.
Integrated lumbar support and optional 3D forward tilt
All AT models feature integrated lumbar support. The lumbar height is also very 
easy to adjust by 2.4" via two handles on the sides of the backrest. The optional 
 activation of the innovative forward seat tilt raises in synchrony the backrest 
and the lumbar support.
The height of the armrests is adjustable by 3.9" at the touch of a button.  
The depth of the armrest pads on 3D armrests can also be extended by 2" and  
the width by 1", 4D armrests can also rotate inwards and outwards by 25°.

Trimension® 

Without altering the chair, the auto- centering suspension of the seat shell, the 
backrest bearer, and the automatic weight adjustment allow bodies to maintain 
their center of gravity – whatever the posture or movement is. The coordinated 
design of each component creates a sculptural and seamless form. The chair 
conveys the fluid, automatic and intuitive movements that the user makes.

187/7 
Task chair,  
medium-height backrest

187/9
Task chair,  
high backrest  
with headrest and  
neck rest

187/8
Task chair, high backrest

187/1
Counter stool
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 Further information at: www.wilkhahn.com

Product safety and sustainability: certificates, standards, memberships. Visit the Wilkhahn website for more information.

 

Wilkhahn AT with 
a 3D forward tilt
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187/72
Task chair ESP  
(elevated seating position)  
to encourage sitting- 
standing options,  
medium-height backrest

The AT task chairs comply with the DIN EN 1335, 
ANSI/BIFMA X 5.1.,
GS, IGR and AGR standards.


